
Great Alaska Adventure, September 4-13, 2014
Gear List

In preparation for your trip to Alaska you may want to consider some or all of these items to 
bring along to both wear and use. Realizing that you will have to make choices to best serve 
your particular needs the following list is made as a guide to consider. Best of luck making 
your decisions and as always if any questions please do not hesitate to contact me, 
wkaridis@urbanecologycenter.org .

Quality - I have durable gear which will last a long time. This is really important to me but 
might not be as important to you, that’s ok. A brand like Columbia is really great quality but 
you won’t pay the premium of say North Face or Marmot. However you can find good quality 
brands at your local department store which will certainly do the trick at the most reasonable 
prices.

Layering - The concept of layering is how i am basing all my descriptions to you. For instance, 
instead of wearing a light shirt and a heavy coat consider a long underwear top, a wool 
sweater and a fleece top with zip neck.

Style - In Alaska, especially where we are going, there is none. You’re fine. In practical terms 
this means you do not need a new outfit for each day, in fact, this is highly discouraged as 
your luggage will weigh a ton and you will pay more when you check your bags at the airport.

Must Haves:
1.  Rain gear, both tops and bottoms. If you are purchasing rain gear please consider 

purchasing a rain top which has a hood which can be cinched close to your face. For pants 
if you are able the easiest kinds to get in and out of contain full side zips which make it 
really easy to pull over your shoes. Another tip, remember to purchase rain gear which is 
large enough to fit over your other clothes. Also, your rain gear will effectively function as 
wind gear. Even if it isn’t raining you may have your rain gear on to break the wind to keep 
you warm.

2. Sturdy hiking shoes/boots. You will have the option of walking quite a bit on this trip. 
There are lots of shoes/hiking boots which you can get to serve your needs, my suggestion, 
find a waterproof shoe/boot which is comfortable. This cannot be overstated. The last thing
you want to do is break your new shoes/boots in on this trip. Get your shoes/boots now 
and break them in over the summer, they will become part of you and this is a good thing. 
Tennis shoes or other non sturdy shoes as your only shoes on this trip are highly 
discouraged.

3. Long underwear, tops and bottoms. I love long underwear! Long underwear improves 
your quality of vacation life experience, day in and day out. There is one major rule which 
applies to all your gear but especially here, Cotton Kills. Cotton holds water and it is hard to 
dry out, don’t purchase cotton long underwear. If i had one item to spend a little extra 
money on it is here. i typically purchase brands such as Patagonia, REI or Woolrich and for 
purposes of this trip would get Medium weight products. There are a variety of styles to 
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choose with tops and i always select tops with zip necks. This allows you to help regulate 
your temperature during changing weather and activity level. (If you are going all out the 
best thing to do is to get an underlayer of silk, both tops and bottoms, to wear against your 
body before putting on the long underwear.)

4. Warm hat and gloves.
5. Tops:

a) long sleeve pullover top with a zip neck
b) warm sweater of your choice, 100% wool or high percentage of wool is best.
c) fleece pullover which can fit over all of these tops with a zip neck

6. Pants, jeans and cotton pants are perfectly acceptable in combination with long underwear
and rain/wind pants. i will have a pair of shorts which i wear over my long underwear for 
maximum comfort while walking.
7. Socks, 100% wool. SmartWool socks are super special.
8. Day pack large enough to hold rain gear, lunch, extra top, miscellaneous gear.

Be Great to Have: 
1. Binoculars
2. Camera
3. Walking stick 
4. Water bottle (you can buy Denali Education Center water bottles if you care to)
5. One set of comfortable clothes to hang out in your room at night.
6. Notebook/pens (if you are so inclined)

Not Necessary:
1. Bug dope (their gone!)


